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Homework

 Describe the ad.

 Translate it.



Last time, we talked about…

 Commercial and non-commercial 
advertisements

 Institutional: advocacy, PSA, SIA, 
propaganda

 Information-to-persuasion ratio

 Corporate social responsibility

https://www.ikea.com/it/it/this-is-
ikea/sustainable-everyday/

 Cause related marketing

https://www.ikea.com/it/it/this-is-ikea/sustainable-everyday/


Non-commercial 

advertisements

 Aim to let people stop and think 

about some ideas or issues.

e.g. Got Milk? campaign for the 

California Milk Processor Board 

encouraging the consumption of 

milk.



Homework – describe and 

translate

Check the 

website: 

https://momsde

mandaction.org/

https://momsdemandaction.org/


Analysis

 Category: non-commercial, institutional

 Type: SIA and advocacy – did you check the website?

 Sub-genre: hard-sell

 Attention-seeking device(s): image and copy

 Copy: headline (2 sentences), body copy and payoff

 Graphic: image and logo

 And then, let’s translate.





Do you remember this?

 Type: non-commercial 

 Category: SIA and advocacy – did you check the 

website?

 Sub-genre: hard-sell

 Attention-seeking device(s): image and copy

 Copy: headline (2 sentences) and bodycopy

 Graphic: image and logo



Analysis

 Category: non-commercial, institutional

 Type: PSA (SIA, sometimes they can overlap!)

 Sub-genre: informative

 Attention-seeking device(s): copy and image (AIDS 

symbol)

 Copy: headline, sub-headline and body copy

 Graphic: AIDS symbol and images

 And then, let’s translate.



5-MINUTE



And now, commercial advertising

 B2B = Business to Business

Produced by a commercial company with the aim to 
promote a product or service to one or more other 
commercial enterprises that are regular or prospective 
customers of the source company (Torresi).

 B2C = Business to Consumer

Produced by private companies selling products or 
services, and addressed to individual prospective 
consumers who are not supposed to have in-depth 
knowledge of what is advertised (Torresi).



B2B advertisements

 Companies belong to the same market segment

An identifiable group of individuals, families, businesses, or 

organizations, sharing one or more characteristics or needs in 

an otherwise homogeneous market (Business Dictionary)

 Market segments may be quite specialized



B2B – Business to Business

 Quite specialized: it implies that the target 

companies are well informed about the product 

they need 

 The communication tend to be more technical than 

based on persuasive devices. The style tend to be 

neutral and impartial (Torresi).

- persuasive + informative



B2B translation

 Attention to details and technical words

 LSP (Language for Specific Purposes)

 Use of CAT tools as in any specialized translations

BUT

 Sometimes they are less specific for products of more 
general nature 

In these cases persuasion devices may be used

Take into consideration distribution channels 

and space constraints (Torresi)



B2C – Business to Consumer

 The communication occurs between companies 

and potential customers

So, it does not tend to be technical

 The language is immediate, creative and catchy

+ persuasive - informative



Let’s compare them

B2B

 Product and commercial

 From businesses

 To businesses

 More technical language

 + informative

B2C

 Product and commercial

 From businesses

 To consumers (=private citizens)

 More immediate language

 + persuasive



Information-to-persuasion ratio

 Ira Torresi (2010) defines it as the extent to which the 

text can be defined as informative or technical, 

compared to the extent to which it appears to aim 

at persuading the addressee by means that do not 

include the provision of objective data or facts.

 All advertisements are persuasive

(and informative, we can add)



Information-to-persuasion ratio

 B2C advertisements         + PERSUASION

 B2C websites                     ( - information)

 Awareness raising

 B2B advertisements

 B2B websites                      (- persuasion)

 B2B brochures                   + INFORMATION



Assignment

 Describe 

and 

translate.





Analysis

 Category: commercial and product advertisement

 Type: B2B

 Sub-genre: hard-sell. The image is the attention-seeking 

device.

 Copy: headline, sub-headline, body copy and payoff

 Graphic: image and logo

 And now, let’s translate it!



Homework

 Describe and translate.

Would you translate “you” 

as “tu” or “voi”?



Homework

 Describe and translate.





Promotional translator’s 

characteristics 

 Bad news: promotional translation is a broad 

category, so it is not possible to list all the abilities it 
requires  

 Good news: we can at least mention the most 

useful ones  

- Professor Ira Torresi can help us!

in next slide



Promotional translator’s      

non-linguistic skills

 Agility: the ability to recognize different functions 

and purpose embedded in the ST, and approach 

them appropriately, without losing sight of the 

overall function of the text, its coherence and 

cohesion

 Persuasiveness: or the mastery of an emotional or 
evocative style that helps lure the addressee into 

the desired course of action



Promotional translator’s      

non-linguistic skills

 Creativity: the ability to produce, within an 

extremely limited time frame, a clever text that play 

with language and visual cues. This is something that 

can be learned through constant exposure to and 

careful analysis of creative texts

 Flexibility: it applies in the relationship a translator 
has with agencies. Even if the translation is judged 

positively, it may be laid aside or used as raw 

material. Don’t feel offended!



What’s our job?

 No. 1 task: define the text type

 Know the product and its market (both in SC and in 

TC)

 Examine similar texts (both in SC and in TC)

 Possibly cooperate with copy editors

 Translate creatively (remember: + TT-oriented)



What’s our job?

 No. 1 task: define the text type

Mona Baker (1992) writes that a text type is a 
classification based on the context in which the text 

occurs and (which) results in institutionalised labels such 

as journal article, science textbook, newspaper 

editorial or travel brochure.



Text type

 Advertisement = promotional text (not the only one!)

 The purpose is persuasion that needs to be recreated in the TT 
= target-oriented translation

 Why is defining the text type important?

Because it defines the text function

So…

Functionalist theories can help us!

 The translation must be assessed in functional terms (=for what 
it does and not what it is).



Loyalty to the ST

 It applies to the text function

 Thus, if the literal meaning is accurately conveyed but 

the effect is different, the translation in not loyal

And, if the translation implies the creation of an entire 

new text, but the function is maintained, the translation is 

considered loyal



Trans-creation

(or traduzione creativa)

 Re-building the entire promotional text so that it 

sounds and reads both natural and creative in the 

target language and culture.

 It implies we transfer the meaning and not the form

 When we need to adjust the translation to the 

target market.







Today, we talked about…

 Non-commercial advertisements (B2B and B2C)

 Information-to-persuasion ratio

 A (promotional) translator’s characteristics

 Text type

 Loyalty and trans-creation


